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1914

[l]

Luzem, November 13: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[2]

On Board the Rochambeau, November 28: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[3]

On Board the Rochambeau, December 7: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[4]

New York, December 15: Lilly Ammann to Parents of Othmar Ammann

[5]

Zurich, December 16: Rudolf Meyer to Othmar Ammann

[6]

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, December 17: Othmar Ammann to His Parents
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[l]

Luzerne, November 13, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann
[Postcard]

Dear L. Just returned from the snow-covered mountain heights of the St. Gotthard on
a long ski ride. Am spending a few hours in this beautiful place, which, however, is at present
quite desolate. The lake, the Pilatus look wonderful. If nothing intervenes I shall be home in
4 weeks. Shall go to Basel tonight and later to Kilchberg for a few days.
Love, Othmar

[2]

On Board the Rochambeau, November 28, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents
[In French]

My dear Parents:
Having left Europe, we send you again a thousand greetings and kisses. Werner was
greatly impressed by Le Havre. First, the port with all the ships and boats, etc., the loading
and unloading of the boats, the illuminations along the shore, and the sea itself. In the town,
one encounters all sorts of troops, French, English, Belgian, Ecossai, Turks, etc. There are
many wounded here, the large hotels are transformed into hospitals. The Belgian government
is also here with all its offices. In general, Le Havre as well as Paris is very quiet, one is
confident of the end of the war.
I leave Europe with a confident heart, not because I am distancing myself from the war,
but because I think that God wanted the war for the good of mankind. It is true that many
people must suffer, but for those who survive the war it should be a benefaction in the sense of
materialism and morale.
Be embraced, once again, dear parents, with all my heart,
Your devoted Othmar

[3]

On Board the Rochambeau, December 7, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

My dear parents,
We are approaching New York, and are supposed to arrive tomorrow evening. Everyone
is longing for that goal after a long, stormy passage. For the first 5 days we had continuous
storms; the ship tossed like a paddleboat on Lake Zurich. Almost everyone was seasick.! At
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one mealtime, I was the only one of 200 passengers who held out. The biggest storm does not
seem to have the slightest effect on me, but instead, the more the ship rocks, the more I enjoy
it. I go on deck and look with fascination at the thrashing of the waves.
Werner emptied himself completely in the first two days and did not eat anything. Since
then he has only eaten a bit of fruit and tea. But he looks well and I think that is just a good
treatment for him, as it is for everyone. He is naturally a bit tired and therefore sleeps a lot on
deck in the wonderful ocean air. The air seems to replace his food.
What a wonderful show the raging sea gives. When a 5 to 10 meter high wave comes,
the bow of the ship raises up as though it wanted to set its course to the heavens, and then with
horrendous force it plunges down again, the water separating into giant, white, foamy waves on
both sides, and at the bow it spreads out like a blanket over the boat's deck.
At such a sight man stands silently amazed and admiring; many are filled with anxiety
and feel as if they are nothing when faced with this colossal force of nature. For me it has the
same effect as when I stand amidst high mountain peaks: it is the same impression of the huge
force and majesty of nature, the beauty and harmony of the forms and colors, even to the
smallest detail. Such a powerful picture of nature always gives me an elevating, upward-looking
feeling, my self-image seems to increase, I become filled with great, far-seeking thoughts,
resolutions and plans.
With human beings milling around me, I always feel small and
oppressed.
In the presence of the exalting force of nature one almost forgets the war that is going
on in the lands of Europe; this struggle almost seems petty and laughable, as though man did
not realize that he is led by a higher power, vaguely known or unknown to him. And perhaps
out of necessity, perhaps for the good of mankind.
So we shall not complain, looking with confidence at the immediate present and the
future. If we can look above our own life, then if it would go down or suffer, that would
perhaps be necessary in the world's course of events.
How miserable are the complaints of the great masses. They regard the events of the war
as a terrible unfairness, instead of pressing themselves against it with full force and doubling
their efforts instead of lying down on the job. This lack of discipline cannot be observed better
anywhere else than by a storm at sea. The boat rocks, man feels uncomfortable and begins to
complain about the horrible ocean. Instead of doubling his activities, he just lets his arms and
legs hang, throws himself down and becomes a pitiful sacrifice to the force of nature. Thus it
is also in life. Small failures depress us and take away our strength to work unless we fight
against them with all our might.
You think that perhaps I can talk easily now that I am far away from the shooting at the
entrance to a safe harbor. Dear parents, I feel differently. I think that the danger for
Switzerland has passed, now one must only wait patiently for better times. For America, on the
other hand, it is not at all certain that the storm will not come, that the waves of war will not
be thrown over here, and it could be even in a few years. I shall be prepared for such an event.
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The war in Europe should have taught us this lesson: that we must be prepared for the worst
events, even in the best of times and be armed.
Now, farewell, dear parents. You will hear from us soon again from land. How happy
I am soon to be able to embrace my dear wife and both children again. Be kissed and hugged
in tender affection by your grateful son
Othmar
Once again, hearty greetings and kisses from Werner. Kisses and greetings from us to
everyone at home.

[4]

New York, December 15, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's Parents

My dear, beloved parents:

It was last Wednesday that Jiirg and I stood with beating hearts at the pier and watched
the Rochambeau come in. Soon we recognized our dear ones on board and our hearts shouted
for joy.
The Rochambeau had a very stormy passage. Another small passenger steamboat that
rode out from Le Havre at the same time has disappeared without a trace up to now. Othmar
was again the only one who was not seasick, but Werner was during most of the trip.
Then, when we were all so happily united, we returned to our house, which was
decorated in honor of the homecoming, cleaned from top to bottom and comfortably arranged.
The people who were renting the house moved out a week before so that I could put everything
in order.
I am especially happy to see Othmar in such good health. The relief from tension was
good for him, and he returns to his professional duties with renewed pleasure. Werner was
understandably very thin and on the first day was a bit whiny and easily brought to tears. But
soon his spirits warmed up again and he took pleasure in Jiirg's humor. Also, Othmar was
amused by Jiirg's ·conversations with Werner, as he thought he had to talk high German with
him as he had with Antonin [son of Otto Schweizer].
Being seasick was a good health cure for Werner. He is getting back what he lost very
quickly and each day .is getting stronger and fatter. He especially likes my homemade dark
bread. Now he is industriously studying English. It is a pleasure for me to give lessons to this
eager boy. Beginning next week he will get lessons from a teacher, so that in February he can
enter school at the beginning of the new school year.
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[5]

Zurich, December 16, 1914: Rudolf Meyer to Othmar Ammann
[Postcard]

Dear Mr. Ammann,
From Prof. Hilgard I hear that you have returned to America to your loved ones. I hope
that the trip back went well, as did our warlike trip over. What a shame that I did not see you
anymore. We are here, that is, my battalion and also diverse others, for an indefinite time on
call, by which we "expatriots" have become "breadless" (without employment). This disposition
does not suit me very well, as I cannot really start anything here and also all of the professional
equipment is in New York. I have not seen anything of those others with whom we came over.
For the coming holidays as well as for New Year's, I send you and your good family my best
wishes, as well as to 68 Williams Street, where I experienced my so very short dream in
America. With friendly greetings, your
Rud. Meyer

[6]

Pittsburgh, PA, Fort Pitt Hotel, December 17, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

My dear parents,
When these lines reach you, the Christmas bells will have long been ringing out, perhaps
the beautiful New Year's bells also. For how many will they be heard with sadness, with deep
pain will they reach those whose beloved ones have fallen in the war. And even for those who
have fortunately up to now been spared the fate of the war, they bring anxious thoughts and
feelings. What will they be telling us? Thus each one asks himself. Hardly anyone was aware
that the tones of the bells are echoing the tone in their own souls, --:- that they sound light and
confidence-giving to those who look into the future with faith in God and in themselves, and that
they sound to those with a dark mood as if threatening to push them into the grave.
How often do we let ourselves be led blindfolded by outside impressions and influences.
We give up our soul instead of guarding it as our greatest treasure. Each moment of doubt and
hopelessness brings a weakening of our soul, and gives a victory to other souls that wish to
overtake us.

In this sense, let us look over into the next year. Faith will carry us over all the hard
hours. Let us look at the hard times as a test that will be to our advantage if we are able to pass
it. Let us forget the losses that we have suffered and start with new strength to build on the
structure of our life.
Dear parents, you can imagine how happy we are to be all together again. You must_
have felt similarly when all your children were gathered around you. I often think back on the
beautiful evening - thank you with all my heart. I think that the occasion had much to do with
the fact that our siblings' feelings for each other have grown warmer.
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I also send you many tender thanks for the love and care that you have given to Werner.
I see only now how worthwhile his stay with you has been. You taught him many good
qualities. He is a loving youth who will be a good example to his younger brother.
Dear parents, receive my tenderest wishes for happiness in the New Year, may it bring
you joy and health and much untroubled happiness. Please give our good wishes to all the dear
ones at home. I shall hardly get around to writing any private letters in the near future.
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